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This paper focuses on the power management of state-of-the-art networked devices (like common PCs,
servers, set-top boxes, etc.) to evaluate their behavior, model their internal dynamics and possible
sources of inefficiency, and optimize their performance and energy efficiency. To this purpose, we started
from an experimental characterization of the power management schemes in common device platforms
based on commercial off-the-shelf hardware and open-source software (i.e., common PCs/servers devices
running the Linux operating system). The characterization allowed us to formalize an analytical model
able to accurately capture the power management dynamics at hardware (at ACPI level and beyond)
and software levels (Linux Governors). Finally, the proposed model has been applied to analyze the effi-
ciency of networked devices according to various configurations of internal parameters and incoming
workload. Thanks to its intrinsic accuracy and the representation of different fine-grained details, the
model is able to provide precious information on the possible sources of inefficiency, and on how to
act on policy parameters to optimize the system behavior.
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1. Introduction

In the last few years, a number of studies have identified the
eco-sustainability as one of the key aspects that may potentially
constraint the Internet technology evolution, and its wide-adop-
tion as public telecommunication infrastructure. Despite obvious
environmental reasons, this interest springs from heavy and criti-
cal economical needs [1,2].

For supplying networking infrastructures and large-scale data-
centers, telecom and service operators have so impressive and con-
tinuously increasing power requirements that appear to be among
the major direct energy consumers in their nations. Telecom oper-
ators and third-parties estimated that such energy requirements
will rapidly become no more sustainable, if no radical changes in
Internet technology design will be undertaken [1]. Moreover, this
projections becomes even more impressive if we consider not only
‘‘networking’’ devices (e.g., routers, switches, etc.) inside telecom
and home networks, but also the ‘‘networked’’ ones (like common
PCs, servers, set-top boxes, smartphones, etc.) [2–4], both in the
user homes and in datacenters. In fact, consumer electronics are
becoming smarter and even more ‘‘connected’’ through Internet
technologies. Despite the proliferation of tablets and mobile
phones, many other customer premises equipment are going to
massively appear in the user homes (e.g., VoIP phones, set-top
boxes, smart household appliances, etc.) [5].

At the same time, the largest part of data used by such devices, and
related elaboration/processing, is moved inside powerful datacen-
ters. It is a clear attempt to leverage ‘‘smart’’ devices from complex
operations and high-end (energy-hungry) hardware requirements,
while at the same time providing end-users with access to applica-
tions and data independently from the device and its location. To this
purpose, applications are even more designed to be split between
end-user and datacenter devices, and connected through the
network. This application design trend is obviously causing a signif-
icant increase of network traffic, as well as the usage of network hard-
ware and software components inside networked devices. Cisco
forecasts that by 2015 Internet traffic will get very close to the
impressive threshold of 1 zettabytes a year [5].

Starting from this scenario, it can be argued that the sustain-
ability of the Internet strongly relies on the efficiency of network
technologies working at the edges (customer homes and datacen-
ters), and also inside networked devices [6].

To this goal, hardware platforms for networked devices should
include advanced power management schemes, proving a certain
proportionality between their energy consumption and actual
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Fig. 1. Architecture and main components of the power management system in
off-the-shelf PCs.
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workload. At the same time, the software (and especially the oper-
ating system) of such devices needs to be as optimized as possible
to be aware of drawbacks of power management schemes, and to
meet processing dynamics that are largely triggered by network
traffic coming from the network.

It is worth noting that any optimization solutions, that even as-
sure only very small power savings, may have a disruptive impact
given the high density of networked hosts. However, the adoption
of these power management capabilities in network devices affects
both the performance of software applications, and of the Internet
traffic, as well as the device energy savings [7].

In this paper, we deal with the efficiency of power management
of state-of-the-art networked devices to deeply understand and
evaluate their internal dynamics and possible sources of ineffi-
ciency. To this purpose, we started by focusing on the experimental
characterization of common device platforms based on commercial
off-the-shelf hardware and open-source software (i.e., common
PCs/servers devices running the Linux operating system). This
choice has been mainly driven by two main reasons: (i) commer-
cial off-the-shelf hardware can well represent a large segment of
technologies applied in networked devices, and already includes
advanced power management mechanisms; (ii) the Linux operat-
ing system is open-source and allows us knowing/customizing
every detail of the running software. Moreover, the selected soft-
ware and hardware platforms are so widespread in consumer elec-
tronics, that the largest part of results and considerations can be
easily extended in other scenarios (e.g., like in Android smart
phones [8]).

The obtained measures allowed us to formalize a Markov based
analytical model which is able to accurately capture the power
management dynamics at hardware and software levels. In more
detail, at the hardware level, ACPI power management primitives
have been considered along with their fine-grained features and
drawbacks (e.g., delay times in switching clock frequencies and
in waking up hardware components, wake-up power consumption
peaks, etc.). At the software level, we focused on the power man-
agement support of the Linux operating system. The orchestration
policy of power management primitives and related operations
(i.e., usage monitoring of hardware resources), both included in
software modules also known as ‘‘Governors,’’ has been accurately
modeled.

Then, the proposed model has been applied to analyze the effi-
ciency of the entire system according to various configurations of
internal parameters and incoming workload. Thanks to its intrinsic
accuracy and the representation of different fine-grained details,
the model is useful to evaluate the system behavior in a number
of incoming workload scenarios and power management configu-
rations. The model output can provide a large set of precious infor-
mation, which could be hardly obtained through experimentations.
For instance, the model can be adopted to drive the parameter
optimization of the Linux Governors, and to design and refine the
performance of packet coalescing algorithms. Indeed, coalescing
is a common approach at packet [9–13] and task scheduling levels
[14–16] for improving processing performance. Despite of the dif-
ferent application scenarios, coalescing techniques are often de-
signed on simple common idea to provide more efficient batch
elaboration by sensibly reducing computational overhead. Re-
cently, these kind of techniques have been successfully applied
for boosting energy efficiency in network hardware (e.g., IEEE
802.3az interfaces [12]) and in networked devices (e.g., smart-
phones and tablets [13,16]).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the anatomy of the power management subsystem in
Linux devices based on commercial off-the-shelf hardware. Section
3 introduces how hardware and software components of the power
management system interact among themselves at a fine-grained
detail, with a particular reference to the case in which the PC work-
load is mainly driven by network traffic. Experimental results on
the efficiency and dynamics of power management schemes are
also shown in Section 3. The formalization of the proposed model
is in Section 4, while the derivation of model-related performance
indexes is in Section 5. Section 6 reports the performance evalua-
tion results according to Governor parameters and workload levels.
The conclusions are drawn in Section 7. Finally, an appendix sec-
tion includes the description of the tools and instrumentation used
to collect the experimental results.

2. The power management anatomy in linux PCs

In off-the-shelf PCs and similar devices (e.g., smart phones, tab-
lets, etc.), the power management system is usually designed
across three layers, namely hardware, firmware and software
(see Fig. 1). At the hardware level, physical components (e.g.,
CPU, video cards, etc.) include specific mechanisms and solutions
for dynamically modulating energy consumption and performance.
These mechanisms are usually based on well-known hardware
techniques for power management [18], like Dynamic Frequency
Scaling (DFS), Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS),
clock and supply voltage gating, etc. These mechanisms are usually
implemented as power management ‘‘primitives’’ that can be en-
abled, disabled or configured by the software/firmware levels,
which owns enough information to decide the most suitable
trade-off between performance and energy consumption to meet
application and user requirements.

The firmware level (i.e., the PC BIOS – Basic Input–Output Sys-
tem) includes the ACPI (Advanced Configuration and Power Inter-
face) framework [19], which provides a standard interface
between hardware-dependent power saving techniques and soft-
ware layers.

Focusing on processors’ power saving primitives, ACPI intro-
duces two main types of abstraction for power management mech-
anisms, namely performance and idle states (P- and C-states),
respectively. P- and C-states offer the possibility to the software le-
vel to neglect the specific implementation features and peculiari-
ties of power management techniques at hardware level, and to
expose them by means of intuitive functional abstractions.

In more detail, regarding C-states, C0 is the active power state
where the CPU executes instructions, while C1 through Cn states
correspond to low power idle modes, where the processor con-
sumes less power and dissipates less heat. As the idle state be-
comes deeper (C1 ? Cn), the transition between the active and an
idle state (and vice versa) requires longer time and more energy
[20]. In more detail, when a CPU is in the C1 state, clock signals
of the core are disabled. When the CPU is in the C3 state, in addition
to the core clocks turned off, the contents of Level 1 instruction
cache as well as the Level 1 and 2 data caches of the processors
are powered off. It is worth noting that transition times for moving
to and from the C3 state are significantly longer than in state C1,
since the CPU caches need to be flushed and restored from higher
(and slower) memory units [23].
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In the C0 state, ACPI allows the performance of the processor’s
core to be tuned through P-state transitions. P-states allow modi-
fying the operating energy point of a core by altering the working
frequency and/or voltage. Thus, by using P-states, CPU can con-
sume different amounts of power while providing different pro-
cessing performance at the C0 state. At a given P-state, the CPU
can transit to higher C-states in idle conditions. In general, the
higher the index of P- and C-states, the less will be both the power
consumed and the heat dissipated.

At the software level, and with special reference to the Linux
operating system, these power management primitives are
dynamically orchestrated by specific control logics, named
‘‘Governors’’ [21,22]. Governors are hosted by the cpuidle
and cpufreq software infrastructures that are devoted to control
and manage C- and P-states, respectively.

The cpuidle infrastructure supports two Governors, namely
Ladder and Menu, the former takes a step-wise approach by
progressively setting deeper C-states depending on the time spent
in the last idle period; the latter allows the CPU/Core to jump to the
lowest possible idle state that does not significantly affect
performance. In detail, the user and/or a device driver can request
the Governor the maximum wake-up latency.

Regarding P-states, five Governors can be applied in the cpufreq
subsystem: Performance, Powersave, Userspace, Conservative and
Ondemand. The Performance and the Powersave policies are static
and select, respectively, the highest and the lowest frequency
available. The Userspace Governor allows the user or a user space
application to set the desired working frequency. The Conservative
Governor selects the CPU speed depending on the current utiliza-
tion. In detail, every 200 ms the CPU utilization is monitored, if
the utilization is above a certain threshold (called up_threshold)
this Governor will step up the frequency to the next higher avail-
able frequency; if the utilization is below the down_threshold, the
Governor will step down the frequency to the next lower available
frequency.

The Ondemand Governor (OG) was introduced into Linux kernel
2.6.9 and has undergone several changes over time. In detail, we
will consider the latest version available in the 3.6.8 Linux kernel.
This Governor is similar to the Conservative one, since it monitors
the CPU utilization but uses only one threshold (r): if the utiliza-
tion is above r the clock frequency jumps to the maximum one,
otherwise the Governor directly sets the minimum frequency
Fig. 2. The CPU power managem
available. The default value of the r parameter is 85%, but it can
be easily tuned by system administrators. The value of such thresh-
old has clearly an important impact on CPU energy efficiency and
processing performance. In fact, if r is too small, the OG policy will
set the maximum frequency even when the CPU is under-utilized,
providing poor energy gain. On the contrary, a too large value of r
will make the CPU working with the minimum frequency even for
medium/high workloads, considerably increasing its execution/
processing times. The model proposed in this paper can support
designers to choose this threshold, finding the best tradeoff be-
tween energy saving and system performance.

Fig. 2 summarizes the CPU power management architecture in a
Linux PC.

In our case study we considered the system configured to work
with the Ondemand Governor enabled to tune the clock frequency
(in terms of P-states), and by leading the Menu Governor to throttle
between the C0 and the C3 states, but every power management
configuration can be evaluated through our model. We chose to fo-
cus on this power management configuration since it is the most
widely used, and the default setting in the largest part of Linux
distributions.

3. Power management dynamics

In order to accurately understand the power management of
networked devices, a number of low-level/fine-grained details
should be carefully considered. In particular, it is worth noting that
the workload coming from intensive network traffic stays at a time
scale very close to power management dynamics, differently from
the workload triggered by direct interactions of users. Thus, in or-
der to obtain an accurate evaluation of the Linux power manage-
ment system in such a scenario, we need to take into account
fine-grained behavior over time, and possible inefficiencies of both
hardware implementation of C- and P-states in off-the-shelf CPUs,
and control logic in operating systems.

To this purpose, this section is organized as follows. Subsection
3.1 introduces a set of experimental results, obtained with the aim
of identifying and evaluating the main inefficiencies and
drawbacks of power management schemes implemented at
processor hardware level. Starting from this analysis and from
the description of the Linux power management support in
Section 2, Section 3.2 will summarize and formalize the dynamic
ent architecture in Linux OS.
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power profile of a CPU running the Linux operating system. In this
respect, relevant details coming from hardware behavior, from Li-
nux Governors and from applicative workload will be jointly con-
sidered to obtain a complete profiling of the CPU power
management behavior.

3.1. Power management drawbacks and inefficiencies at hardware
level

In order to identify possible sources of inefficiency and fine-
grained details on the behavior of power management mecha-
nisms available on off-the-shelf CPU, we performed a large number
of experimental measurements by using the tools introduced in
the Appendix. However, for the sake of simplicity and readability,
we decided to report in this section only a limited set of the ob-
tained results. The choice was driven with the aim of giving a use-
ful insight about power management dynamics (especially at the
hardware level) by avoiding dispersing the reader focus on too
much details and testing scenarios. Additional details on this kind
of measurements results can be found in [24] and [25], where only
preliminary experimental results on the CPU energy consumptions
dynamics are reported.

All the reported results have been obtained with an Intel I5 pro-
cessor running a Linux operating system (Ubuntu distribution ver-
sion 12.1 with a 3.6.8 kernel). As previously said, we left the default
power management configuration of the operating system that in-
cludes the Ondemand and Menu Governors. The Ondemand Gover-
nor switches the CPU clock frequency between the maximum
and the minimum values (2.67 and 1.60 GHz, respectively) avail-
able from the CPU hardware. The Menu Governor is configured
to directly enter the CPU into the C3 state upon it moves to the idle
condition.
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Fig. 3. CPU power consumption during the reception process of two IP bursts at
2.67 GHz and C3 idle state.
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Fig. 4. CPU power consumption during the reception process of two IP bursts at
1.60 GHz and C3 idle state.
Figs. 3 and 4 report the instantaneous power consumption of
the I5 CPU, when working at 2.67 GHz and 1.60 GHz, which corre-
spond to P0 and P8 states, respectively. In both the cases, the CPU
receives (and processes) two bursts of 500 packets from the net-
work interface (the first one at approximately 0.25 ms, and the sec-
ond one at 2.6 ms).

The above figures present a similar behavior: a very low power
consumption (3 W) during CPU idleness in C3 state, and a consider-
able start-up power, which happens at the burst reception instant,
needed to move from C3 to the active state C0. In more detail, dur-
ing the wake-up procedure (from 0.25 ms to 0.5 ms and from
2.6 ms to 2.8 ms with reference to Figs. 3 and 4), two different
peaks in power consumption can be identified. The former (and
smaller one) is independent on the selected P-state, and is due to
the wake-up and restoring operations of CPU instruction- and
data-caches (see Section II). The latter clearly depends on the se-
lected P-state (it achieves a maximum value of 62 W with the
2.67 GHz frequency, and only 15.5 W in case of 1.60 GHz), and is
caused by the CPU core wake-up. This frequency dependency is
partially due to the fact that the Core I5 includes DVFS mechanisms
to implement P-States [23], which sensibly limit the maximum
power adsorption by the CPU when working at lower frequencies.

It is also worth noting that, despite the different energy absorp-
tion, the transition time to leave C3 appears to be constant and
independent on the P-state selection.

Upon completion of the hardware wake-up phase, the core
starts processing the incoming traffic at the selected P-state/clock
frequency. It can be observed how not only the power consump-
tion is influenced by the selected P-state (i.e., 13.3 W in case of
2.67 GHz clock frequency, and 4.7 W when the 1.67 GHz frequency
is applied), but also elaboration time exhibits a clear dependency
on the working frequency. In fact, the elaboration phases, starting
at 0.5 ms and 2.8 ms in both Figs. 3 and 4, last for approximately
0.2 ms in the case of 2.67 GHz clock frequency, and 0.4 ms in the
other considered case. It is important to underline how these pro-
cessing times are in the same order of magnitude of C-state wake-
up transitions.

Then after all the received packets have been processed, as the
CPU becomes idle, it re-enters the C3 state. During this period, the
core and the caches are switched off, lowering the instantaneous
energy consumption of the whole CPU.

In order to complete the characterization of power manage-
ment behavior and related inefficiencies, we performed further
tests also in case of transitions between P-states. It is worth recall-
ing that these transitions are driven by the Governor logics hosted
by the cpufreq infrastructure (see Section 2).

Fig. 5 reports one example of the instantaneous energy con-
sumption profile during the transitions from the 1.60 GHz to the
Fig. 5. CPU power consumption during the frequency transition from 1.60 GHz to
2.67 GHz.
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2.67 GHz clock frequency for the above cited Intel Core I5. Many
other tests, also obtained with other processor platforms, exhibited
the same behavior.

The results in Fig. 5 outline how also the P-state transitions re-
quire an important amount of energy and time to be completed. In
more detail, the CPU is fully active (in C0) at the lowest clock fre-
quency, and 10 ms after the measurement starts, the Ondemand
Governor decides to select the P-state with better performance
(i.e., the one corresponding to the 2.67 GHz clock frequency).
When the selection is applied, the CPU stops working for approxi-
mately 35 ms (from 10 to 45 ms with reference to Fig. 5), exhibit-
ing a relative high power consumption level of 18 W.

Moreover, at the right and left bounds of such transition period
(i.e., at 10 ms and 45 ms), we can identify two power spikes, whose
values depend on the working frequency. During the transition
period, we can also see three couples of opposite spikes, which
do not affect the average power consumption and can be neglected.
Fig. 7. State diagram of the CPU.

Table 1
Estimated values of power and duration of the system state.

State index Power (Watt) Sojourn Times (ls)

S0 3 –
S1 6.7 100
S2 4.1 24
S3(0) 38 100
S3(N) 9 100
S4(0) 13.3 –
S4(N) 4.7 –
S5(0) 21 196
S5(N) 35 196
S6 18 33300
S7(0) 20 80
S7(N) 20 80
S8(0) 6 80
S8(N) 3 20
S9 1.5 140
3.2. Characterizing and understanding the dynamic power profiles

The main objective of the present work is to accurately repre-
sent the power consumption profile over the time of the processor
by also taking transitions among C- and P-states and related inef-
ficiencies into account. The main reasons for this approach are
given from the not negligible energy consumption due to state
transitions, especially when the CPU workload is mainly triggered
by network traffic.

Considering the measurement results and analysis in Subsec-
tion 3.1, we broke the possible transitory profile of a generic
ACPI-compliant CPU (working with the Ondemand and Menu
Governors as introduced above) in a set of 15 descriptive states
‘‘Sx’’, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In Table 1 such descriptive states
have been associated with the related CPU power consumption
and sojourn times as obtained by the experimental results. More-
over, we considered that the system workload is driven and trig-
gered exclusively by incoming network traffic (this is a usual
case for servers and firewalls).

With particular reference to Figs. 6 and 7, the S0 state repre-
sents the CPU while idle, (i.e., in the C3 state). The CPU exits from
S0 upon the reception of one or more packets or a scheduled power
management event, and pass through the S1, S2 and S3(Pi) states,
which togheter represent the wake-up transitions from C3 (and,
in more details, the two consumption peaks discussed in Subsec-
tion 3.1, and the time interval between them). The argument Pi

represents the P-state/CPU frequency currently selected. We recall
that the Ondemand Governor switches only between the maximum
Fig. 6. Example of processo
frequency (i.e., P0, and corresponding to 2.67 GHz frequency value
for the above cited Core I5 processor) and the minimum one (rep-
resented with the PN ACPI state, where N is the maximum number
of P-states available in the processor, and corresponding to
1.60 GHz for the Core I5). Thus, we indicate with i = 0 the cases
r power state profile.
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where the P-state is P0, and with i = N the ones where the P-state is
PN.

When a packet is received, it is backlogged in the network inter-
face buffer, waiting for CPU elaboration. After exiting from the
S3(Pi) state, the CPU becomes active at the selected frequency Pi,
and starts processing the information contained in the received
packets buffered at the network interface. This state is represeted
by S4(Pi). The system can leave the S3(Pi) state only in two cases:
the backlog of software jobs requiring processing is empty (and,
then, the CPU is ready to re-enter the idle mode), or the Ondemand
Governor decides to change the selected P-state (i.e., from P0 to PN

or vice versa).
Regarding the P-state switching, the Ondemand Governor peri-

odically monitors the CPU utilization. By default, the monitoring
process observes the CPU utilization every 200 ms, and decides
to switch the operating frequency if the measured utilization ex-
ceeds/is lower than the configured threshold. Obviously, monitor-
ing events and P-state switching can occur only during CPU activity
periods. So, monitoring state switching can require a CPU wake-up.
If the Ondemand Governor decides for a P-state switching, the sys-
tem moves through the S5(Pi), S6 and S7(Pj) states, with the j
parameter representing the new operating frequency. Such states
represent the same transient measured in Fig. 5 (i.e., the two peaks
on the boundaries and the flat power consumption period). After,
the system enters the active S4(Pj) state.

When the processing backlog is emptied and the CPU is ready to
return to the idle mode, the system passes through the S8(Pi) and
S9 to re-enter in low power idle (S0). It is worth noting that S8(Pi)
and S9 are preemptible: if a new packet arrives to the system dur-
ing these states, the transition towards C3 is aborted and the sys-
tem immediately moves to the wake-up procedure (see Fig. 7).

Table 1 reports the estimated values of power and duration of
all the system states showed in Figs. 6 and 7.
4. The proposed model

The proposed model is aimed at representing the time behavior
of a networked device (based on off-the-shelf hardware and Linux)
in terms of performance and energy consumption. Its main target
is to provide a tool for evaluating and optimizing the power man-
agement configuration as, for instance, finding the parameter set-
tings of existing Linux operating system Governors that best
suits to a certain hardware and software setup of the networked
device. To this purpose, the model explicitly considers fine-grained
dynamics of energy consumption at the CPU, and the performance
that the system may provide under the desired governor settings
and computational loads.

More specifically, Subsection 4.1 introduces some important
concepts that will be at the base of the model, which will be pre-
sented in Section 4.2.
1 It is worth noting that the model can be easily extended to the case where other
‘‘non-network driven’’ software applications run on the considered device. However,
the model in its current form is able to represent with a good accuracy the behavior of
the majority of networked devices (like servers, home-gateways, etc.), since many of
their applications/services are mostly triggered by network traffic, rather than on
direct human interactions (e.g., packet reception events are usually much more
frequent than typing inputs on a keyboard).
4.1. Base modelling concepts

As outlined in Sections 2 and 3, the internal software/hardware
architecture, the organization, the operating dynamics, and the
power-management schemes make the representation of net-
worked device behavior extremely complex, given also the strict
interactions between CPU processing/utilization and power man-
agement dynamics.

As highlighted from the experimental results presented in Sec-
tion 3, in order to provide results enough accurate to be used in
real-world applications, the model is designed to capture any per-
formance drawbacks that the adoption of power management
schemes and mechanisms can cause. Among other aspects, the
proposed model is able to represent consumption peaks during
CPU wake-ups or unavailability of the CPUs during clock frequency
switching.

At software level, the model includes the logic of the ‘‘Onde-
mand’’ Governor, but can be easily extended to other existing
Governors or even new power management policies.

The core part of the proposed framework is the state machine
shown in Fig. 7, which is associated to the CPU power management
dynamics (as reported in Fig. 6). In addition to this core part, the
model also includes other modules aimed at representing:

- the CPU processing in terms of both software activities/compu-
tational load that have to be carried out before returning in
sleep mode;

- the CPU processing speed when a certain CPU clock frequency is
selected;

- the sample collection of CPU utilization performed by the Gov-
ernor, the criteria used to switch frequency, and the CPU
unavailability period during the switching periods;

- the generation process of new software activities to be per-
formed by the CPU.

In this respect, for the sake of easiness, we consider that the
networked device workload arises only from network Input/
Output1 (I/O). In other words, the proposed model assumes that
the networked device is triggered by packets incoming from the net-
work. The model does not explicitly consider which kind of opera-
tions are executed on the incoming packets, but rather the
workload that the received packets cause on the CPU. In more detail,
the model binds to each received packet a computational load, the
following referred to as ‘‘job’’, which can be meant as the number
of clock cycles required to accomplish the processing of the received
information.

This modeling approach allows us to flexibly represent a huge
set of scenarios where different kinds of network applications/ser-
vices may reside on the considered device. In principle, different
applications/services could be fully characterized by defining dif-
ferent traffic patterns and per-packet computational loads (i.e.,
with different ‘‘job lengths’’).

Finally, another important consideration we have to make be-
fore presenting the model regards the relationship among operat-
ing system task scheduling policies, network I/O operations, and
CPU power management. Since network I/O operations in Linux
are realized in high-priority pre-emptive software activities (i.e.,
mainly hardware and software interrupt routines), the impact of
CPU task scheduling policies of the operating system is almost neg-
ligible and it does not affect power consumption metrics. In fact, in
the considered scenario, task scheduling might only change the
elaboration order of software activities of user-space applica-
tions/services. Since the CPU is maintained active until all the soft-
ware activities are performed, task scheduling does not have any
impact on the CPU sleeping dynamics.
4.2. Markov model

In this section we define a discrete-time model of the behavior
of the whole system described so far. In order to capture both first-
and second-order statistics of the system, we use a multidimen-
sional Markov model.
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As regards the input traffic, we model it as a Markov Modulated
Bernoulli Process (MMBP), but any Markov model defined in the
literature can be applied (see for example [26,27]). The choice of
an MMBP model is due to its ability to capture both first- and sec-
ond-order statistics of the traffic, demonstrated in [28] to be suffi-
cient to represent the input traffic in performance evaluation of
queueing systems. According to its definition, we characterize it
with the transition probability matrix of the underlying Markov
chain, P(S), and the array c(S), containing the packet arrival probabil-
ity for each state of the underlying Markov chain.

Let us now define the model of the whole networked device. To
this purpose we use a 6-dimensional model whose stateis

SðRÞðnÞ ¼ ðSðSÞðnÞ; SðXÞðnÞ; SðCÞðnÞ; SðPÞðnÞ; SðUÞðnÞ; SðQÞðnÞÞ, where:

� S(S)(n) e IðSÞ is the state of the underlying Markov chain of the
MMBP process representing the input traffic at the generic slot
n;
� SðXÞðnÞ 2 f0;1;2g is the utilization monitoring process of the

Governor at the generic slot n: if S(X)(n) becomes equal to 1
when the processor is active (state S4), at the same slot the Gov-
ernor compares the processor utilization percentage with the
utilization threshold to decide whether to change the clock fre-
quency or not; on the contrary, if the processor is not active at
the instant scheduled for the monitoring, S(X)(n) temporally
moves to the state 2, waiting for the processor activation; when
the processor enters the active state, the monitoring job is
enqueued at the head of the processor queue and the utilization
monitoring process returns to the state 0, waiting for the next
utilization monitoring event;
� S(C)(n) e IðCÞ is the processor clock frequency process. It can

assume all the frequency values allowed by the processor;
� S(P)(n) e [0, 9] is the processor state process at the generic slot n,

as described in Section III.B, and specifically in Fig. 7;
� S(U)(n) e IðUÞ is the processor utilization process; in order to cap-

ture its behavior with the model, the space state IðUÞ is a set of
quantized values ranging from 0% to 100%;
� SðQÞðnÞ 2 f0;1; . . . ;Kg represents the processor queue state at

the generic slot n; K � 1 is the maximum number of jobs that
can be buffered in the queue, while one job is processed by
the processor.

Let D be the slot duration. In the Numerical Results section we
will assume it as equal to 4 ls, in such a way that all the values
listed in Table 1 result multiple of the slot duration.

Now, in order to define the model time diagram, we consider
two generic states: sR1 ¼ ðsS1; sX1; sC1; sP1; sU1; sQ1Þ in the slot n, and
sR2 ¼ ðsS2; sX2; sC2; sP2; sU2; sQ2Þ in the slot n + 1. Fig. 8 represents
the time diagram of the generic slot. We assume the following
event sequence during each slot:

(1) The first process that changes its value is the traffic state;
Fig. 8. System diagram.
(2) then according to a timer, the Governor decides whether
monitoring the utilization process or not; accordingly, the
process S(X)(n) is updated;

(3) then the clock frequency process S(C)(n) is updated according
to the Governor decision on the basis of the utilization pro-
cess value at the slot n, i.e., sU1, that has been monitored only
if sX2 = 1;

(4) then the processor clock frequency process S(P)(n) is updated
assuming the frequency value imposed by the Governor, if
any;

(5) then the utilization process S(U)(n) is updated according to
the state of the processor during the whole slot n + 1;

(6) then according to the new state of the traffic and the work
done by the processor during the whole slot, the process
S(Q)(n) is updated;

(7) finally, at the end of the slot n + 1, the system state variables
are observed.

Now we can define the generic element of the state transition
probability matrix as follows:

PðRÞ½sR1 ;sR2 � ¼ ProbfSðRÞðnþ 1Þ ¼ sR2jSðRÞðnÞ ¼ sR1g

¼ PðSÞ½sS1 ;sS2 � � P
ðXÞ
½sX1 ;sX2 �ðsP1Þ � PðCÞ½sC1 ;sC2 �ðsX1; sX2; sU1Þ

� PðPÞ½sP1 ;sP2 �ðsQ1; sC1; sC2; sX2Þ � PðUÞ½sU1 ;sU2 �ðsP2Þ

� PðQÞ½sQ1 ;sQ2 �ðsS2; sC2; sP2; sX2Þ ð1Þ

where:
� P(S) is the transition probability matrix of the underlying Mar-

kov chain of the input traffic.
� P(X)(sP1) is the transition probability matrix of the utilization

monitoring state; since monitoring occurs with an average fre-
quency of FS times per second, the matrix P(X)(sP1) is:

PðXÞðsP1Þ ¼
1� FSD FSD 0

IsP1¼4 0 1� IsP1¼4

IsP1¼4 FSDð1� IsP1¼4Þ ð1� FSDÞð1� IsP1¼4Þ

2
64

3
75 ð2Þ

where IsP1¼4 is the indicator function of the active state of the pro-
cessor: it is equal to 1 only if the processor state is 4, while it is 0
otherwise. The Markov diagram of this process is shown in Fig. 9.
� PðCÞ½sC1 ;sC2 �ðsX1; sX2; sU1Þ is the generic element of the transition prob-

ability matrix of the clock frequency process. As described in
Section III.B, this process works according to the processor uti-
lization at the last non-processed monitoring slot (this situation
is represented by the variable S(X)(n) that changes its state
moving from a state in {1, 2} to the state 0). In a slot in which
Fig. 9. State diagram of the monitoring process S(X)(n).
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a monitoring event is processed (sX1 e {1, 2} and sX2 = 0), the
clock frequency is set to high (sC2 = 1) or low (sC2 = 2), according
to the fact that the utilization is sU1 P r, or sU1 < r, respectively,
and independently of the current value of the clock frequency.
Therefore, the generic element of the transition probability
matrix of this process is:

PðCÞ½sC1 ;sC2 �ðsX1; sX2; sU1Þ ¼

¼

1 sC1 ¼ sC2; sX1 ¼ sX2 ¼ 0 or
sC1 ¼ sC2; sX2–0 or
sC2 ¼ 1; sX1 2 f1;2g; sX2 ¼ 0; sU1 P r or
sC2 ¼ 2; sX1 2 f1;2g; sX2 ¼ 0; sU1 < r

0 otherwise

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð3Þ

� P(P)(sQ2, sC1, sC2, sX2) is the transition probability matrix of the
processor state; its Markov chain diagram follows the state dia-
gram shown in Fig. 7. According to the processor behavior
described in Section III.B, its generic element is defined as
follows:

PðPÞ½sP1 ;sP2 �ðsQ1; sC1; sC2; sX2Þ ¼

¼

1 if sP1 ¼ 0; sP2 ¼ 1; ðsQ1 > 0 or sX2–0Þ
1 if sP1 ¼ 0; sP2 ¼ 0; ðsQ1 ¼ 0 and sX2 ¼ 0Þ
1� D=TðsC2Þ

sP1
if sP1 2 f1;2;3;5;6g; sP2 ¼ sP1

D=TðsC2Þ
sP1

if sP1 2 f1;2;3;5;6g; sP2 ¼ sP1 þ 1
1 if sP1 ¼ 4; sP2 ¼ 8; sQ1 ¼ 0
1 if sP1 ¼ 4; sP2 ¼ 5; sQ1 > 0; sC2–sC1

1 if sP1 ¼ 4; sP2 ¼ 4; sQ1 > 0; sC2 ¼ sC1

1� D=TðsC2Þ
sP1

if sP1 ¼ 7; sP2 ¼ sP1

D=TðsC2Þ
sP1

if sP1 ¼ 7; sP2 ¼ 4
1 if sP1 2 f8;9g; sP2 ¼ 3; ðsQ1 > 0 or sX2–0Þ
1� D=TðsC2Þ

sP1
if sP1 2 f8;9g; sP2 ¼ sP1;

ðsQ1 ¼ 0 and sX2 ¼ 0Þ
D=TðsC2Þ

sP1
if sP1 2 f8;9g; sP2 ¼mod10fsP1 þ 1g;
ðsQ1 ¼ 0 and sX2 ¼ 0Þ

0 otherwise

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð4Þ

where TsP1 is the mean duration of the state sP1, as listed in Table 1.
The symbol mod7fxg is the x-modulo-7 operator.

� P(U)(sP2) is the transition probability matrix of the utilization
process. In order to capture the behavior of the Governor in con-
sidering the past utilization history, we model the evolution of
this process with an exponentially weighted moving average
(EWMA) filter, that is:
Ûnþ1 ¼ 1Unþ1 þ ð1� 1ÞÛn ð5Þ

where Ûn and Ûnþ1 are the average utilization at the slot n and n + 1,
respectively, while Un+1 is the instantaneous utilization at the slot
n + 1. The parameter 1 can be timely chosen to decide the EWMA
time constant. The instantaneous utilization at the slot n + 1 can
be calculated as follows:

Unþ1 ¼
1 sP2 ¼ 4
0 otherwise

�
ð6Þ

Since the value of Ûnþ1 calculated in (5) may not belong to the state
space S(U)(n) e IðUÞ, we approximate the new utilization value with
one of the two most adjacent states belonging to IðUÞ. Let us indicate

the most adjacent state with a value greater than Ûnþ1 as dÛnþ1e, and

the most adjacent state with a value lower than Ûnþ1 as bÛnþ1c. The

new average utilization state sU2 will be either sU2 ¼ dÛnþ1e or

sU2 ¼ bÛnþ1c with a probability dependent on the distance between
the average utilization value calculated as in (6) and the value asso-

ciated to the adjacent states dÛnþ1e and bÛnþ1c. More specifically:

SðUÞðnþ 1Þ ¼

¼
dÛnþ1e with prob :ðÛnþ1 � bÛnþ1cÞ=ðdÛnþ1e � bÛnþ1cÞ

bÛnþ1c with prob :ðdÛnþ1e � Ûnþ1Þ=ðdÛnþ1e � bÛnþ1cÞ

8<
: ð7Þ

� PðQÞðsS2; sC2; sP2; sX2Þ is the transition probability matrix of the
processor queue state. Assuming that, as already said, within
the same slot arrivals occur after departures, its generic element
is defined as follows:

PðQÞ½sQ1 ;sQ2 �ðsS2; sC2; sP2; sX2Þ ¼
X2

a¼0

PðArr ¼ ajsS2; sP2; sX2Þ�

�

1 if sQ1 ¼ 0; sQ2 ¼ a
1� CðsC2Þ if sQ1 2 ½1;K � 2�; sQ2 ¼ sQ1 þ a
CðsC2Þ if sQ1 2 ½1;K � 2�; sQ2 ¼ sQ1 � 1þ a
1� CðsC2Þ if sQ1 ¼ K � 1; sQ2 ¼ sQ1 þ a; a 6 1

CðsC2Þ if sQ1 ¼ K � 1; sQ2 ¼ sQ1 � 1þ a; a 6 1

1 if sQ1 ¼ K � 1; sQ2 ¼ K; a ¼ 2

1� CðsC2Þ if sQ1 ¼ K; sQ2 ¼ K � 1; a ¼ 0

CðsC2Þ if sQ1 ¼ K; sQ2 ¼ K; a ¼ 0

1 if sQ1 ¼ K; sQ2 ¼ K; a P 1

0 otherwise

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð8Þ

where C(sC2) is the probability that one job is served by the proces-
sor in one slot when the clock frequency is sC2. It can be derived by
the processor capacity #(sC2) as C(sC2) = D � #(sC2); the term
PðAÞðArr ¼ ajsS2; sP2; sX2Þ is the probability that the number of jobs
that arrive to the queue is a when the system state is such that
S(S)(n + 1) = sS2, S(P)(n + 1) = sP2 and S(X)(n + 1) = sX2. It can be calcu-
lated as follows:

PðArr ¼ 2jsS2; sP2; sX2Þ ¼
cðSÞ½sS2 � if sP2 ¼ 4 and sX2–0

0 otherwise

(

PðArr ¼ 1jsS2; sP2; sX2Þ ¼
cðSÞ½sS2 � if NOTfsP2 ¼ 4 and sX2–0g

1� cðSÞ½sS2 � otherwise

8<
:

PðArr ¼ 0jsS2; sP2; sX2Þ ¼
1� cðSÞ½sS2 � if NOTfsP2 ¼ 4 and sX2–0g
0 otherwise

(

ð9Þ
where c(S) is the packet arrival probability array characterizing the
MMBP traffic process.

Now, from the matrix P(R) we can derive the system steady-
state probability array p(R) by solving the following linear equation
system:

pðRÞPðRÞ ¼ pðRÞ

pðRÞ � 1T ¼ 1

(
ð10Þ

where 1T is a column array with all the elements equal to one. The
generic element pðRÞ½sR � of the system steady-state probability array is
the steady-state probability of the state sR ¼ ðsS; sX ; sC ; sP ; sU ; sQ Þ.

5. Performance parameter derivation

Let us now derive the main quality of service (QoS) system
parameters by using the model proposed in the previous section.

The mean number of jobs in the system, i.e., in the queue and in
service, can be calculated as follows:

EfNg ¼
XK

sQ¼0

pðQÞ½sQ � ð11Þ



Fig. 10. Markov chain of the processor power state without C-state optimization
enabled.
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where p(Q) is the marginal steady-state probability array of the pro-
cessor queue state. It can be derived from the system probability ar-
ray as follows:

pðQÞ½sQ � ¼
X

sS2IðSÞ

X
sX2f0;1;2g

X
sC2IðCÞ

X9

sP¼0

X
sU2IðUÞ

pðRÞ½sS ;sX ;sC ;sP ;sU ;sQ � ð12Þ

The mean value of arrived jobs per slot, V , can be calculated as the
sum of the mean number of jobs per slot relative to packet arrivals,
EfArrðPackÞ

ðsS1 ;sS2Þg, and the mean number of jobs per slot enqueued by the
utilization monitoring process, EfArrðMonÞ

ðsP1 ;sX1Þg. Therefore we have:

V ¼ EfArrðsS1; sS2; sP1; sX1Þg ¼ EfArrðPackÞ
ðsS1 ;sS2Þg þ E ArrðMonÞ

ðsP1 ;sX1Þ

n o
ð13Þ

where:

E ArrðPackÞ
ðsSÞ

n o
¼
X
8sS

pðSÞ½sS � � p
ðSÞ
½sS � ð14Þ

EfArrðMonÞ
ðsP1 ;sX1Þg ¼

¼
X

sS2IðSÞ

XK

sQ¼0

X
sX12f1;2g

X
sC2IðCÞ

X
sP12f4g

X
sU2IðUÞ

pðRÞ½sS ;sQ ;sX1 ;sC ;sP1 ;sU �
ð15Þ

Now, starting from the mean number of jobs in the system
calculated in (11) and the mean arrival rate calculated in (13),
and applying the Little law, we can derive the mean sojourn time
of a job in the system:

EfTðRÞg ¼ EfNg
V

ð16Þ

Another important parameter representing the Governor contribu-
tion to energy saving is the marginal steady-state probability of
the clock frequency process:

pðCÞ½sC � ¼
X

sS2IðSÞ

X
sX2f0;1;2g

X9

sP¼0

X
sU2IðUÞ

XK

sQ¼0

pðRÞ½sS ;sX ;sC ;sP ;sU ;sQ � ð17Þ

Let us now calculate the mean utilization of the processor:

EfUg ¼
X

sU2IðUÞ
sU � pðUÞ½sU � ð18Þ

where p(U) is the marginal steady-state probability array of the uti-
lization process. It can be derived from the system probability array
as follows:

pðUÞ½sU � ¼
X

sS2IðSÞ

X
sX2f0;1;2g

X
sC2IðCÞ

X9

sP¼0

XK

sQ¼0

pðRÞ½sS ;sX ;sC ;sP ;sU ;sQ � ð19Þ

Another important set of performance parameters is constituted by:
� the probability of the Active and Idle states:

PActive ¼ pðPÞ½4� and PIdle ¼ pðPÞ½0� ð20Þ

� the CPU transient states needed to move between Idle and
Active (states S1, S2, S3, S8 and S9):
PI$A ¼

X
sP2f1;2;3;8;9g

pðPÞ½sP � ð21Þ

� the probability of the CPU transient states to change the clock
frequency (states S5, S6 and S7):

PFC ¼
X7

sP¼5

pðPÞ½sP � ð22Þ

Finally, we can derive the mean power consumption:

C ¼
X

sS2IðSÞ

X
sX2f0;1;2g

X
sC2IðCÞ

X9

sP¼0

X
sU2IðUÞ

XK

sQ¼0

vðsC Þ
½sP � � p

ðRÞ
½sS ;sX ;sC ;sP ;sU ;sQ � ð23Þ
where vðsC Þ
½sP � is the power consumption associated to the processor

state sP when the clock frequency is set to sC, as listed in Table 1.
Then, in order to quantify the gain achieved by applying the

Menu and Ondemand Governors, we define the power gain as
follows:

CðTOTÞ
MAX ¼

CðTOTÞ
MAX � C

CðTOTÞ
MAX

� 100% ð24Þ

where CðTOTÞ
MAX is the power consumed when the processor state is ac-

tive working at the maximum clock frequency, i.e., CðTOTÞ
MAX ¼ vð1Þ½4� .

6. Numerical results

This section provides an overview of the numerical results ob-
tained by an implementation of the proposed model with Matlab.
By using different traffic patterns, we analyze the system perfor-
mance according to different values of the OG policy threshold:
r ¼ f0:2;0:5;0:75;0:80;0:85; 0:90;0:95g.

In order to better understand the efficiency of power manage-
ment software schemes and hardware primitives, we decided to
compare the obtained results with the case of a CPU without
C-state optimization enabled (i.e., the CPU always stays in the C0

state). This approach gives us the possibility of highlighting the
impact of idle-active transitions on the system performance. The
Markov chain of the system used as term of comparison is a subset
of the proposed model (see Fig. 7), and is shown in Fig. 10.

For each considered scenario, we obtained the steady-state
probabilities of the whole system by solving (10). The obtained val-
ues are consequently used to estimate the performance indexes
introduced in Section 5.

According to the measurements presented in Section III, we
assumed a CPU that can be switched between the maximum and
the minimum P-states (i.e., clock frequencies). When the minimum
P-state is applied, the average CPU processing time for a job is
40 ls. In case of the maximum P-state, the average processing time
becomes 20 ls. These values were derived from the experimental
measurements shown in Section 3.

Recalling that the slot duration is fixed to 4 ls (see Section 4)
and by using the processing times defined above, the probability
that a job is served by the processor during a single slot, according
to (8), is 0.20 when the CPU works at the maximum clock fre-
quency. Instead, when the CPU works at the minimum frequency,
this probability decreases to 0.10.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Subsec-
tion 6.1 introduces the set of traffic patterns we applied in our
analysis. Subsection 6.2 presents the performance evaluation of
the system.

6.1. Traffic patterns

The model for networked devices proposed in this paper is very
general regarding the traffic characterization. In this section, in
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order to evaluate the impact of the burstiness and the average va-
lue of the input traffic on the system performance, we will consider
the MMBP model described in Fig. 8, constituted by two OFF states,
and two ON states: during OFF states no traffic packets arrive to
the system, while during ON states the processor queue is loaded
by traffic packets. Each arrived packet constitutes a job for the pro-
cessor, and therefore a new job is enqueued in the processor queue
at each packet arrival. More OFF and ON states can be used to cap-
ture different arrival timescales. In the case study here analyzed,
we will characterize the traffic model shown in Fig. 11 with the fol-
lowing transition probability matrix:

PðSÞ ¼

pðSÞ½00� 0 pðSÞ½02� pðSÞ½03�

0 pðSÞ½11� pðSÞ½12� pðSÞ½13�

pðSÞ½20� pðSÞ½21� pðSÞ½22� 0

pðSÞ½30� pðSÞ½31� 0 pðSÞ½33�

2
6666664

3
7777775

ð25Þ

and the following emission probability array:

cðSÞ ¼ ½0 0 CðSÞON1 CðSÞON2 � ð26Þ

where CðSÞON1 and CðSÞON2 are the packet arrival probabilities for the two
considered ON states.However, let us stress that any traffic trace
can be considered since, solving an inverse eigenvalue problem as
Fig. 11. State diagram of the traffic process.

Fig. 12. Traffic patterns of the used sources
in [29] and [30], we can derive the relative MMBP model with the
same first- and second-order statistics of the given trace. In order
to evaluate the performance of the networked device under differ-
ent traffic conditions, we use four traffic patterns namely: High
Traffic_0 (HT0), High Traffic_1 (HT1), Low Traffic_0 (LT0), and Low
Traffic_1 (LT1). The considered traffic patterns are sketched in
Fig. 12. The high traffic sources (Fig. 12 a and b) are characterized
by an average packet rate of about 40kpps, while the low traffic
sources (Fig. 12 c and d) have an average packet rate of 25kpps.
All the sources are characterized by TON ¼ 40 ls TON ¼ 40 ls in both
the ON1 and ON2 states.

The average packet rates during the ON1 and ON2 states are
250 kpps and 75 kpps, respectively. Therefore, the packet emission
probability per slot in the ON1 and ON2 states are CðsÞON1 ¼ 1 and
CðsÞON2 ¼ 0:3, respectively.

HT1 and LT1 are characterized by an average sojourn time long-
er in the OFF2 state, and shorter in OFF1, than in the case of HT0
and LT0. However, these sojourn times were set in such a way that
HT1 presents the same packet emission rate of HT0, and LT1 of LT0.

Table 2 shows the values of TOFF1 and TOFF2 for all the considered
traffic patterns. As we can note, although the HT0 and HT1 traffic
patterns present the same mean emission value, the packet emis-
sion in HT0 is more uniform in time (see Fig. 12). The same can
be said for the low traffic volume patterns: the packet emission
in LT0 is more uniform than in LT1.

From the above parameters, the traffic matrix in (26) becomes:

p00 ¼ ð1�DÞ
TOFF1

0 p02 ¼ð1�p00ÞP02 p03 ¼ð1�p00ÞP03

0 p11 ¼ ð1�DÞ
TOFF2

p12 ¼ð1�p11ÞP12 p13 ¼ð1�p11ÞP13

p20 ¼ð1�p22ÞP20 p21¼ð1�p22ÞP21 p22 ¼ ð1�DÞ
TON

0

p30 ¼ð1�p33ÞP30 p31¼ð1�p33ÞP31 0 p33 ¼ ð1�DÞ
TON

2
6666664

3
7777775

ð27Þ

where the indices 0, 1, 2 and 3 refer to the states OFF1, OFF2, ON1
and ON2 according to Fig. 11. The factors Pij represent the probabil-
ity to enter the state j provided that the state i has been left. We set
these factors as follows:

� P02 = 1 � P03 = 40%
� P12 = 1 � P13 = 39.3%
� P20 = 1 � P21 = 90%
� P30 = 1 � P31 = 90%
: (a) HT0, (b) HT1, (c) LT0, and (d) LT1.



Table 2
Off state durations of the considered traffic patterns.

HT0 TOFF1 ¼ TOFF2 ¼ 100us
HT1 TOFF1 ¼ 5us; TOFF2 ¼ 1000us
LT0 TOFF1 ¼ 100us; TOFF2 ¼ 1000us
LT1 TOFF1 ¼ 5us; TOFF2 ¼ 1850us

0.6
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Fig. 13 shows the steady-state probabilities for the considered
traffic patterns. Because of the higher packet rate, the ON1 and
ON2 probabilities are larger for the high traffic sources (i. e. HT0
and HT1), The OFF2 probability is larger for HT1 and LT1 sources,
since they have longer silence periods with respect to the HT0
and LH0 sources.

6.2. Performance evaluation

Fig. 14 shows the probability of the CPU S0 state (idle/C3) for all
the considered traffic patterns, and for all the considered OG policy
threshold r. Given that the traffic burstiness level in the HT1 case
is higher than in the HT0 (but the same packet emission rate be-
tween the two cases), the average time spent in S0 in the HT1 case
is larger than in the HT0 one. This is caused by the fact that the in-
creased traffic burstiness level helps in reducing the number of
idle-active and active-idle transitions (and, consequently, the time
spent in S1-S3 and in S8-S9). Similar considerations can be done for
the LH1 and LH0 cases.

In fact, as shown in Fig. 15, most of the time in the HT0 and LT0
cases is spent in idle-active/active-idle transitions (S1,S2,S3,
S8,S9). Moreover, for r = 0.85, 0.90 or 0.95, the probabilities of
the idle state (S0) and of the transient states (S1, S2, S3, S8, S9)
decrease. This effect is due to the fact that increasing the threshold
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Fig. 14. Idle CPU state probability (S0).
r makes more probable to work at the minimum frequency. This
effect is confirmed by Figs. 16 and 17, which show the steady-state
probability of working at the minimum clock frequency for a low
power idle capable CPU and no-capable low power idle CPU,
respectively. As it can be observed, in both the cases, when the
threshold r is less than 0.85, the probability of working at the min-
imum frequency is almost 0. This behavior is caused by the prob-
ability of working at a certain clock frequency, which strictly
depends on the monitored processor utilization level with respect
to r. In our case study, the CPU utilization estimated by the EWMA
predictor results to be close to 0.85 for all the considered traffic
patterns. Thus, for r < 0.85 the governor decides to work at the
maximum clock frequency for most of the time while, when r ex-
ceeds this value, the governor starts to switch between the mini-
mum and the maximum frequencies. As r becomes closer to
0.95, the time spent by the CPU at the minimum frequency in-
creases and causes the stretching of job service times and, conse-
quently, an increase of the S4 steady-state probability.

Regarding the energy efficiency, Fig. 18 shows the power
consumption gain calculated as in (24). Regarding the case with
the HT0 traffic pattern and the lowest r values, it can be observed
that the power gain (with respect to the consumption in S4 of the
maximum P-state) is negative. This effect derives from the addi-
tional power consumption due to the too frequent idle-active
transitions.

When the threshold is set to larger values than in the previous
cases (0.85, 0.90 and 0.95), the power gain for the HT0 ranges be-
tween 7% and 13%. On the one hand, this gain is due to the reduc-
tion of approximately 10% of idle-active transitions (see Fig. 15).
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Fig. 21. Experimental test-bed used for the measurements.
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On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 16, the CPU works for 35%–40%
of the time at the minimum clock frequency, reducing in this way
the processing power.

As far as the HT1 traffic pattern is concerned, the increased
burstiness level of incoming traffic allows the system performing
a number of idle-active transitions lower than in HT0. The resulting
figures exhibit a gain of approximately 35% also for the lowest con-
sidered values of r, and in the range of 50–55% for the other
threshold values (r = 0.85,0.90 and 0.95). Similar considerations
can be done for the LT0 and LT1 cases. Moreover, it is worth noting
that, despite of the increased volume of incoming traffic, the HT1
traffic pattern allows the system to work even more efficiently
than in the LH0 case, thanks to the much lower idle-active transi-
tion rate.

In order to have a deeper insight of the overhead and drawbacks
caused by C-state optimizations, Figs. 18–20 compare the results in
the cases in which transitions to C3 are enabled or disabled (i.e., the
system in Fig. 10 used as term of comparison for the original mod-
el). In these figures, the results related to the system with transi-
tions to C3 disabled are referred by putting ‘‘no_idle’’ as suffix. As
regards power consumption (see Fig. 19), it remains constant at
13.3 W (which corresponds to the S4 energy consumption at the
maximum P-state) for values of r that span from 0.2 to 0.8, since
neither frequency nor idle-active transitions occur; as a conse-
quence the power gain is very close to 0% (see Fig. 18).

In case of C3 transitions disabled, it can be noted that when
higher values of the threshold are applied, the system exhibits a
more efficient behavior during the processing of the HT1 and the
LT1 patterns than the HT0 and LT0 patterns, similarly to case with
low power idle enabled. This effect is caused by the fact that the
HT1 and LT1 traffic patterns cause more bursty packet arrivals,
and, consequently, more bursty jobs elaborations at the CPU. The



Fig. 22. The ATX riser board prototype specifically realized for this work. It can sense the current and the voltage of every rails in 24 and 8 ATX power connectors, and also the
energy supplies of up to 4 fans.

Fig. 23. High-level scheme of the riser board for ATX voltage rails.
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result of these traffic patterns consists of a lower frequency of
P-state transitions.

Disabling the C-state optimizations can improve the overall
energy efficiency level of the system when the traffic patterns
are ‘‘uniform’’ in the time (i.e., HT0 traffic pattern). For example,
for the highest values of r, the HT0_no_idle power gains range be-
tween 15%–18%, against 7%–13% when C3 transitions are enabled.
While, when r is fixed at the lowest values, disabling C3 transitions
allows avoiding negative gains due to the energy consumption
needed during idle-active transitions.

In order to evaluate the QoS provided by the system for the dif-
ferent configurations and workload patterns, we calculated the
mean sojourn time of a job in the system as in (16).

Figs. 20.a and b show the mean sojourn time. By comparing
these figures, we can observe that, for the highest values of r
and in the presence of the HT1 and the LT1 traffic patterns, the sys-
tem provides better performance than in HT0 and LT0 (see
Figs. 20.a and b). Moreover, besides the lower workload than in
HT0 and HT1, in the LT0 and LT1 cases the average time spent by
jobs in the system is longer (see Fig. 21).

The reason of this apparently strange behavior resides in the
fact that the probability to work at the minimum clock frequency
is higher in the LT0 and LT1 cases (see Fig. 16). For the highest val-
ues of the threshold, the system without transitions to the C3 state
provides slightly better performance with respect to case with the
C3 enabled, since there is no overhead in service delay times due to
idle-active transitions.

Summarizing, as outlined by the results presented above, traffic
patterns have a heavy impact on both energy efficiency and QoS
level provided by networked devices. In detail, in presence of traf-
fic with no bursty profiles (HT0 and LT0), a significant part of the
energy consumed is wasted in idle-active transitions. In this
scenarios, the model suggests that possible performance improve-
ments can be obtained by:

� increasing the threshold r of the Ondemand Governor, or
� disabling C-state optimization.

In general, the obtained results exhibit that setting r P 85%
provides good energy gains (between 13% and 66% depending on
traffic pattern and workload). On the other hand, these gains come
at the price of increasing the average elaboration time.

As one can expect, the largest energy gain have been obtained in
presence of bursty traffic patterns, since, as previously discussed,
C-states are better exploited than in non-bursty traffic scenarios.
In this respect, achieved results suggest that decreasing the value
of the r parameter, on the one hand, does not significantly impact
on the overall energy consumption (up to approximately 10% – see
Fig. 18). On the other hand, it can play a role (by decreasing its va-
lue) to make networked device providing higher QoS levels (up to
approximately 20% – see Fig. 20.b).

7. Conclusions

This paper focused on the power management of state-of-the-
art networked devices (like common PCs, servers, set-top boxes,
etc.) to evaluate their behavior, to model their internal dynamics
and possible sources of inefficiency, and to optimize their perfor-
mance and energy-efficiency.

To this purpose, we started by experimentally characterizing
the power management schemes in common device platforms
based on commercial off-the-shelf hardware and open-source soft-
ware (i.e., common PCs/servers devices running the Linux operat-
ing system). The characterization allowed to formalize an
analytical model able to accurately capture the power manage-
ment dynamics at hardware (at ACPI level and beyond) and soft-
ware levels (Linux governors).

The proposed model has been applied to analyze the efficiency
of networked devices according to various configurations of inter-
nal parameters and incoming workload patterns.

Thanks to its intrinsic accuracy and the representation of differ-
ent fine-grained details, the model provided precious information
on the possible sources of inefficiency, and on how to act on policy
parameters to optimize the system behavior. For instance, the
model provides a good insight on the impact of different configu-
rations of the Ondemand Governor (in terms of r values) when dif-
ferent traffic patterns are used.

The model also outlined that, in particular but not improbable
conditions, a not suitable configuration of the power management
system may lead also to increase the energy consumption (energy
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gain = �15% of the absorption when the CPU is fully active at the
maximum frequency). On the other side, a suitable configuration
of the system may lead to considerable energy gain (up to 60%).

A final consideration regards the model applicability during the
normal running of a networked device. If we want to apply the
achieved results at run time, the model can be solved off-line for
many sets of traffic statistics (probability density function and
autocorrelation function), in order to create a database that allows
the networked device to decide its best configuration in real-time if
the current traffic is present in the database. If the statistics of the
current traffic are not present in the database, the networked de-
vice can temporarily use the configuration calculated with the sta-
tistics that are the closest to the measured ones, until in few
minutes the correct configuration is derived. This new configura-
tion is added to the database to be used also in the future, so lim-
iting such sub-optimal behavior only to the first working period of
the device.
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Appendix A. Measurement tools and methodologies, and
experimental test-bed

In order to characterize C-states and P-states capabilities on a
Linux PC, we decided to setup an experimental test-bed, which in-
volves in three main elements: the System Under Test (SUT – a Li-
nux PC), the power measurement instruments, and the IP network
with Ixia N2X router tester, useful to generate synthetic traffic
flows for stressing the various components of the system.

Regarding the power measurement tools, since PC hardware
does not usually include power probes to independently measure
the power absorption of CPU, we exploited the ATX standard
[30], which defines the internal power supply for general purpose
computing systems.

ATX motherboards are supplied by means of a 24 pin connector,
which includes among the others three main voltage rails at 3.3, 5
and 12 V, and a ground rail. The 12 V rail supplies many compo-
nents of the motherboard and part of the CPU. An additional 6/8
pin ATX connector, carrying a second 12 V rail, is generally avail-
able on the motherboard to provide additional power to the CPU.
In more detail, the 12 V rail on the 6/8 pin connector is commonly
devoted to provide isolated power supply to the CPU Cores only.
Other subcomponents of the CPU (e.g., cache, bus and DDR control-
lers and other internal control units) are supplied by means of the
12 V rail on the 24 pin connector.

Owing the above mentioned standard characteristics of PC sup-
plies, we decided to monitor the CPU energy consumption by sens-
ing the 6 pin 12 V ATX rails. To this purpose, we designed and
developed a riser board for ATX power connectors (see Fig. 22),
which allows putting some current and voltage probes on the
available supply rails (mainly the two 12 V rails, and the 5 and
3.3 V ones). Fig. 23 shows the high-level architecture implemented
by the ATX riser board. The current probes are realized by means of
very small (10 mX) precise Current Sensing Resistors (CSR). The
voltage drop Vn

sense across CSRs (where n denote the nth ATX voltage
rail) is proportional to the incoming current. To reduce the noise
and eventual cross-talk level on the measured Vn
sense values, we

decided to closely connect the CSRs to some current-sense ampli-
fiers. The amplified CSR voltage drops and the ATX rail voltages are
finally measured by an external Data AcQuisition (DAQ) device. In
our tests, we used An Agilent U2353A multifunction Data Acquisi-
tion (DAQ), which can simultaneously sample 4 channels at
250 kHz with a 16 bit resolution.
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